
SHANGHAI, China: Security services were out in
force across China’s major cities Tuesday, which for
the time being appeared to have quelled nationwide
protests calling for political freedoms and an end to
COVID lockdowns. The country’s leadership faced a
weekend of protests not seen in decades as anger over
unrelenting lockdowns fuelled deep-rooted frustration
with its political system.

A deadly fire last week in Urumqi, the capital of the
northwestern region of Xinjiang, was the catalyst for
the outrage, with protesters taking to the streets in
cities around China. The demonstrators said COVID-
19 restrictions were to blame for hampering rescue
efforts, claims the government has denied as it accused
“forces with ulterior motives” of linking the fire to the
strict COVID controls.

Anger over lockdowns has widened to calls for
political change, with protesters holding up blank
sheets of paper to symbolise the censorship to which
the world’s most populous country is subjected. By
Tuesday evening, a heavy police presence of hundreds
of officers appeared to have been drawn back from the
streets of a rain-drenched Shanghai, where weekend
protests even saw bold calls for the resignation of
President Xi Jinping, an AFP reporter said.

A broad effort by police to stop passersby taking
pictures of the site of the protest also appeared to
have been tapered down, they added, with one officer
telling AFP that it “depends on the nature of the pho-
to” but that there was no blanket ban in place. But
frustration with zero-COVID remained palpable.

“The (zero-COVID) policies now — they’re just
too strict. They kill more people than COVID,” one 17-
year-old passerby, who asked to be identified only as
Ray, told AFP. He said he had been surrounded by
police when passing through the area.

‘We are not foreign forces’ 
In Beijing, AFP reporters saw a few marked and

unmarked police vehicles but no sign of protesters at
an intersection near the Asian Games Village, where a
demonstration had been planned for Tuesday night.

Freezing temperatures of minus nine degrees
Celsius (15.8 degrees Fahrenheit) likely also kept pro-
testers away. People who had attended weekend rallies
in the Chinese capital told AFP on Monday they had
received phone calls from law enforcement officers
demanding information about their movements.

Some rallies did go ahead elsewhere on Tuesday
night, however. At Hong Kong’s oldest university, over
a dozen people led the crowd in chanting slogans such
as “give me liberty or give me death”, just days after a
similar solidarity protest led to school authorities call-
ing the police.

“We are not foreign forces, we are Chinese citizens.
China should have different voices,” one woman
shouted, while another held a placard mourning vic-
tims of the Urumqi fire. One Chinese student told AFP
that he was worried about getting arrested under
Hong Kong’s increasingly draconian political climate,
but felt the need “to keep up the spirit of resistance”.

And in the neighbouring southern Chinese city of

Shenzhen, a witness told AFP they had seen a heavy
police presence in Huaqiangbei, a busy shopping area
in the city’s downtown, after rumours of protests cir-
culated on social media.

Around 150 police officers were seen within a 500
metre (1,640 feet) stretch of Huaqiang road, they said,
alongside scores of black police vans. 

‘Many died in vain’ 
China’s strict control of information and continued

travel curbs have made verifying protester numbers
across the vast country challenging. But the wide-
spread rallies seen over the weekend are exceptionally
rare in China, with authorities harshly clamping down
on all opposition to the central government.

US President Joe Biden is monitoring the unrest, the
White House said Monday. And Britain on Tuesday
summoned the Chinese ambassador in London for a
rebuke after the arrest and alleged assault of a BBC
journalist covering the protests in Shanghai.

Solidarity protests have also mushroomed around
the world. “Officials are borrowing the pretext of
COVID, but using excessively strict lockdowns to con-
trol China’s population,” one 21-year-old Chinese par-
ticipant in a Washington protest, who gave only his
surname, Chen, told AFP. “They disregarded human
lives and caused many to die in vain,” he said. China’s
leaders are committed to zero-COVID, which compels
local governments to impose snap lockdowns and
quarantine orders, and limit freedom of movement in
response to minor outbreaks. —AFP
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UK summons China’s ambassador after arrest of BBC journalist

NEW YORK, United States: People gather at Columbia University during a protest in support of demonstrations held in China calling for an end to COVID-19 lockdowns, in New York. — AFP

Heavy policing after China demonstrations

At least 448
killed in Iran
protest crackdown
PARIS, France: Iranian security forces have killed
at least 448 people in a crackdown on protests
that began in mid-September, over half in ethnic
minority regions, a rights group said on Tuesday.
Of the 448 people confirmed to have been killed,
60 were children aged under 18, including nine
girls, and 29 women, the Norway-based Iran
Human Rights (IHR) group said.

It said 16 people were killed by security forces
in the past week alone, of whom 12 were slain in
Kurdish-populated areas where protests have
been particularly intense. The toll has also risen
after the deaths of people killed in previous weeks
were verified and included, it added. The toll only
includes citizens killed in the crackdown and not
members of the security forces.

Brigadier General Amirali Hajizadeh of the
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps earlier
Tuesday said more than 300 people had been
killed, the first time the authorities have acknowl-
edged such a figure.

The UN Rights Council last week voted to
establish a high-level fact-finding mission to probe
the crackdown in a move angrily rejected by Iran.
“Islamic republic authorities know full well that if
they cooperate with the UN fact-finding mission,
an even wider scale of their crimes will be
revealed,” said IHR director Mahmood Amiry-
Moghaddam.

“That’s why their non-cooperation is pre-
dictable,” he added. The protests erupted after the
September 16 death of Kurdish Iranian Mahsa
Amini who had been arrested by the Tehran
morality police and have become the biggest chal-
lenge to the regime since the 1979 revolution.

Amiry-Moghaddam said more than half the
deaths were recorded in regions populated by the
Sunni Baluch or Kurdish ethnic minorities. The
most deaths were in the southeastern region
Sistan-Baluchistan where 128 people were killed
after protests which had a separate spark but have
fed into the nationwide anger, IHR said.

After that the most deaths were recorded in the
western Kurdish-populated Kurdistan and West
Azerbaijan provinces where 53 and 51 people
were killed respectively, it said. — AFP

Western allies to 
help Ukraine brave 
winter of war
BUCHAREST, Romania: NATO chief Jens
Stoltenberg warned Tuesday that Russia was using
winter as a “weapon of war” against Ukraine, as
Western allies meeting in Bucharest planned to help
Kyiv mend its ravaged power grid.

US Secretary of State Antony Blinken was to
announce “substantial” financial aid to help Ukraine
deal with damaged infrastructure on the sidelines of a
meeting of NATO’s foreign ministers. A senior US offi-
cial said the assistance would “not be the end” and
pointed out the Biden administration had budgeted
$1.1 billion for energy spending in Ukraine and neigh-
bouring Moldova.

A Russian campaign of missile strikes has severely
damaged Ukraine’s energy infrastructure and plunged
millions into darkness as the country braces against
the first snows and chill winds of winter. Stoltenberg
said “the message from all of us will be that we need to
do more” to help Kyiv fix its gas and electricity infra-
structure and provide air defence to help it protect
itself better.

He said he expected Russia to carry out more
attacks on Ukraine’s grid as the Kremlin suffers
defeats on the ground and warned Europe should “be
prepared for more refugees”. “Russia is actually failing
on the battlefield. In response to that they are now
attacking civilian targets, cities because they’re not
able to win territory,” Stoltenberg said at the start of
the two-day meeting. Ukrainian Foreign Minister
Dmytro Kuleba was to meet his NATO counterparts to
urge them to send more weaponry for Kyiv and assis-
tance in coping with Moscow’s attacks.

‘Keep calm, give tanks’ 
“This targeting of civilian infrastructure, of energy

infrastructure is obviously designed to try and freeze

the Ukrainians into submission,” said British Foreign
Secretary James Cleverly. “I don’t think it’ll be suc-
cessful.” Allies have given arms worth billions of dol-
lars to Ukraine, but Kyiv is pleading for more air
defence, tanks and longer-range missiles to push the
Kremlin’s forces back. But there are growing concerns
that weapon stores in some NATO countries are run-
ning low as stockpiles have been diverted to Ukraine.

Lithuanian Foreign Minister Gabrielius Landsbergis
said his request to fellow NATO ministers was simple:
“Keep calm and give tanks”. Germany, which currently
chairs the G7, has convened a meeting Tuesday after-
noon on the sidelines of the NATO gathering to dis-
cuss the energy crisis caused by the war in Ukraine.

The United States will call on the other member
countries to strengthen their aid in this area, according
to the US official. 

‘Door is open’ 
NATO says the meeting in Bucharest will showcase

its unity on continuing to support Ukraine as
Moscow’s war against its neighbour drags on into its
tenth month. The alliance will not, however, make any
progress on Ukraine’s request to join, first made some

14 years ago when NATO first pledged that Kyiv
would one day become a member.

Stoltenberg insisted that the “door is open” to new
members but said the focus now was on assisting
Ukraine in its fight with Moscow. NATO has bolstered
its eastern flank in the face of Russia’s war by sending
more troops and equipment to countries like Romania,
neighbouring Ukraine.

Romania has been hard hit by the war and around
two million people fleeing Ukraine have passed
through the country. Non-NATO Moldova, which has
also seen blackouts caused by the fallout from the
attacks on neighbouring Ukraine, will attend the
alliance’s talks on Thursday along with Bosnia and
Georgia.

Besides the war in Ukraine, the ministers will take
stock of progress in the accession of NATO candi-
dates Finland and Sweden, already ratified by 28 of the
30 member countries but which remains suspended
awaiting the green light from Hungary and Turkey.

The Finnish, Swedish and Turkish foreign ministers
were meeting on the sidelines of the meeting, but
Ankara has played down hope for any quick break-
through. — AFP

TEHRAN: A person on November 28, 2022 watches
Farideh Moradkhani, the niece of Supreme Leader
Ali Khamenei, speaking in a video posted on
YouTube. —  AFP

BUCHAREST, Romania: US Secretary of State Antony Blinken (L) and Romania’s Foreign Minister Bogdan
Aurescu attend a press conference during a meeting of NATO Foreign Ministers on November 29, 2022 in
Bucharest, Romania. — AFP


